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<table>
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<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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<th>Title</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
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</thead>
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NAL Call Number | Total no. of Pages
SEARCH STRATEGY

Line Command

1. ss (rural or nonmetro?)/ti,de,eng
2. ss ((small) (1n) (town? or communit? or city or cities))/ti,de,eng
3. ss ((information) (w) (center? or service? or societ? or gap?))/ti,de,eng
4. ss (librar? or bookmobile? or book?(1n)mail or internet or community()network?)/ti,de,eng
5. ((information) (1n) (technolog? or telecommunicat? or delivery or access or flow? or need? or exchange? or age))/ti,de,eng
7. ss py = 1988:1994
8. ss (s1 or s2)
9. ss (s3 or s4 or s5)
10. ss (s8 and s9)
11. ss s10 and (s6 or s7)
12. ss (s11 not develop?()countr? not Thailand not Zambia? not India not Africa? not Nigeria?)
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1  NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
Adolescent reading: a study of twelve rural Pennsylvania towns.
Willits, H.W.; Willits, F.K.
Clarion, Pa. : Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion University of Pennsylvania.

Language: English
Descriptors: Pennsylvania; Adolescents; Reading; Libraries; Information services; Rural areas; Public services; Sex differences; Parents; Occupational status

2  NAL Call No: HT401.R94
Appalachia in the information age: a new chance for change?
Carter, M.V.; Osbourne, G.L.
University Park, Pa. : Rural Sociological Society.

Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Rural areas; Diffusion of information; Economic impact; Poverty; Technical progress; Innovations; Literature reviews

3  NAL Call No: Z675.V7V38
Assessing the information needs of rural Americans.
Vavrek, Bernard
Clarion University of Pennsylvania, Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship
78 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 38-41).

Language: English
Descriptors: Public libraries; Rural libraries

4  NAL Call No: Z678.88.V38
Assessing the information needs of rural Pennsylvanians. (Assessing rural information needs.)
Vavrek, Bernard
Clarion University of Pennsylvania, Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship

Language: English
Descriptors: Public libraries; Pennsylvania; Use studies; Rural libraries; Pennsylvania

5  NAL Call No: Z680.3.A77 1988
Assessment checklist a guide to strengthen rural libraries in library cooperation.
Hendricks, J. Thom; Case, Robert N.,
North Dakota State Library
Bismarck, N.D. : North Dakota State Library, 24 p. ; 28 cm. This is a modification of the original checklist written by Robert N. Case in 1980. Presented at 80th Annual Conference National Rural Education Association.

Language: English
Descriptors: Library information networks; Library cooperation; North Dakota

6  NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
Bookmobile service reexamined (Rural library services, Ohio).
Philip, J.J.
Clarion : Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion State College.

Descriptors: Ohio

7  NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
Bookmobiles and books by mail: not an either or proposition (Rural America).
Caupp, N.
Clarion : Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion State College.

Language: English
Descriptors: USA

8  NAL Call No: Z686.P83
Bookmobiles, the tradition in Kentucky.
Hellard, E.
Chicago, Ill. : Public Library Association.

Language: English
Descriptors: Kentucky; Rural areas; Libraries; Information dissemination; Funds; Usage
Books-by-mail hints.
Hales, J.D.
Chicago, Ill. : Public Library Association.
Research and reality : library services to rural populations. p. 45-47; 1982.

Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Books; Information dissemination; Program development; Innovations; Rural areas; Catalogs

Bringing the information age to rural America hearings before the Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations, House of Representatives, One Hundred First Congress, first and second sessions, June 14; October 12, 1989; and February 7, 1990.
iv, 400 p. ; ill. ; 24 cm. Distributed to some depository libraries in microfiche. Shipping list no.: 91-374-P. Includes bibliographical references.

Language: English
Descriptors: Rural telecommunication; Telecommunication policy

Calendar promotes reading and the rural library.
Riley, J.M.
Clarion, Pa. : Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion State College.

Language: English

Challenges of the rural environment: implications for public libraries.
Heasley, D.K.; Price, D.A.
Clarion, Pa. : Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion State College.

Language: English
Descriptors: Pennsylvania; Libraries; Public services; Rural areas; Rural communities; Population dynamics; Information needs; Literacy

The changing dimensions of rural America: so what?
Heasley, D.K.
Clarion, Pa. : Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion University of Pennsylvania.

Language: English
Descriptors: North eastern states of U.S.A.; Libraries; Rural areas; Information services; Trends

Changing rural development data needs.
Bonnen, J.T.; Nelson, G.L.

Descriptors: Rural population; Statistical data; Information collection; Rural development; Policy; Information needs

Abstract: Extract: It is the conclusion of this paper that the inadequacies of the rural data base are part of a complex problem of circular causation. The lack of coherence that characterizes the current data base is due to a lack of coherence in rural development policy itself. The specification of data needs and design always arise out of use.

Changing rural development data needs: discussion.
Emerson, P.M.

Descriptors: Rural population; Data; Information needs; Information collection

Clarion County information and referral: a rural
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Descriptors: Pennsylvania


Language: English

Descriptors: Montana


Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Libraries; Rural communities; Information Access in Rural America


Language: English

Descriptors: Agriculture; Information services; United States; Information services; United States


Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Libraries; Rural areas; States; Surveys; Consultants


Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Cooperation; Libraries; Rural areas; Networking


Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Cooperative extension service; Fiscal policy; Extension activities; Rural communities; Information needs; Trends

25 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8 Cooperative opportunities for rural libraries (Services).
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Heddinger, L.
Clarion : Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion State College.

Language: English

26 NAL Call No: QH540.184
Data needs for rural planning.
Haines-Young, R.H.
Huntingdon: Institute of Terrestrial Ecology.

Language: English

Descriptors: Rural planning; Information needs; Data analysis; Skills

27 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
Day care: A new role for the rural public library?
Shilts, C.
Clarion, Pa.: Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion University of Pennsylvania.

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Child day care; Libraries; Rural communities

28 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
Developing a community information service in a rural setting (Public libraries).
Bish, S.
Clarion: Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion State College.

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Libraries; Personnel; Educational programs; Teaching methods; Rural communities

30 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
Distance education: the rural role of the urban library and information science program.
Mika, J.J.
Clarion, Pa.: Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion University of Pennsylvania.

Language: English

Descriptors: Michigan; Non-formal education; Distance teaching; Educational innovation; Libraries; Support systems; Roles; Rural areas

31 NAL Call No: 243.8 W69
Dynamics of future cooperation.
Ison, J.

Language: English

Descriptors: Libraries, Cooperation; Rural communities; Cooperatives

32 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R464
The effect of publisher's book promotion on rural library use of interlibrary loan.
Hennen, T.J. Jr
Chicago, Ill.: Public Library Association.
Research and reality : library services to rural populations. p. 49-57; 1982.

Language: English

Descriptors: Minnesota; Rural areas; Libraries; Usage; Publicity sales promotion; Loans; Networking; Public relations

33 NAL Call No: aHN90.C6R873
Electronic access to rural information: user's manual for the ALF bulletin board.
Brown, T.B.
Beltsville, Md.: The Center.
Rural Information Center publication series (27): 30 p.; 1993 May.

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Information services; Rural development; Conferences; Usda; Libraries

34 NAL Call No: RA771.A1J68
Evaluation of medical center support for rural
Information Access in Rural America

Cooper, J.K.; Johnson, T.P.
Jul. Includes references.

Language: English
Descriptors: Kentucky; Rural areas; Physicians; Support systems; Information services; Newsletters; Program evaluation

Forward: Traditional & non-traditional delivery systems for remote areas.
DeGruyter, M.L.
Chicago, Ill.: Public Library Association.

Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Rural areas; Libraries; Technical progress; Services; Information dissemination

From adaptive research to farmer recommendations and extension advice.
Byerlee, D.
Agricultural administration and extension v. 27 (4): p. 231-244; 1987. Includes references.

Language: English
Descriptors: Agricultural production; Agricultural research; Farmers' attitudes; Extension education; Information flow; Technology transfers; Rural development

From cow chips to computer chips: rural North America in the information society.
Freudenburg, W.R.; Jones, T.R.
Ames, Iowa: Rural Sociological Society.

Language: English
Descriptors: North America; Rural sociology; Conferences; Communication

From yesterday to tomorrow: an overview of delivery systems for rural public libraries.
Owen, A.
Chicago, Ill.: Public Library Association.

Language: English
Descriptors: Colorado; Montana; Utah; Wyoming; Rural areas; Libraries; Technical progress; Information dissemination; Rural environment; Services; Continuing education; Training; Program development; Community programs

The future of public libraries: extension of remarks.
Vavrek, B.

Language: English
Descriptors: Libraries; Rural communities; Economic development; Personnel; Education

Future staffing requirements: some considerations.
Busch, N.

Language: English
Descriptors: Libraries; Personnel; Rural communities; Requirements
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Handbook for small, rural, and emerging public libraries.
Gervasi, Anne, Seibt, Betty Kay
Phoenix, AZ : Oryx Press, xii, 196 p.; 23 cm. Includes bibliographies and index.
Language: English
Descriptors: Library planning; Handbooks, manuals, etc; Library administration; Handbooks, manuals, etc; Library science; Handbooks, manuals, etc; Public libraries; Handbooks, manuals, etc; Small libraries; Handbooks, manuals, etc; Rural libraries; Handbooks, manuals, etc

43 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
How RIC provides answers for rural america.
John, P.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Information centers; Resource centers; Rural development; Economic development; Diffusion of information; Support systems

44 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
The implications of networking on school-public library cooperation in rural America.
Mautino, P.
Language: English
Descriptors: USA

45 NAL Call No: HD1755.A39 1988
Improving the socioeconomic data base: a discussion, 1st ed.
Hoffman, G.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Agricultural economics; Rural sociology; Income distribution; Data analysis; Databases; Information needs

46 NAL Call No: HV85.H85
Informal networks, volunteers and rural elders providing information to increase use of services.
Arnold, N.
Language: English
Descriptors: Elderly; Handicapped persons; Rural communities; Aging; Volunteers; Information services

47 NAL Call No: aZ5071.N3
Information access in rural America: January 1979-September 1991.
John, P.L.
Language: English
Descriptors: U.S.A.; Information services; Information systems; Libraries; Telecommunications; Rural communities; Bibliographies

48 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
Information access in rural areas.
Wilkinson, K.P.
Language: English
Descriptors: Information services; Information centers; Rural areas; Social costs; Space requirements

49 NAL Call No: HT401.S72
Information and education needs for a sustainable agriculture.
Ikerd, J.E.
Mississippi State, Miss.: The Center. SRDC series - Southern Rural Development Center (131): p. 53-60; 1990 Jun. In the series analytic: Agricultural and Community Development Interface / edited by P.D. Warner and R. Campbell. Proceedings of Regional Workshop, October 8-11,
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Language: English

Descriptors: Sustainability; Profitability; Rural communities; Economic development; Information needs; Education; Development policy

50 NAL Call No: S494.5.D3C68 1992
An information delivery system for rural assistive technology.
Freeman, S.A.; Field, W.E.

Language: English

Descriptors: Diffusion of information; Rural areas; Support systems; Computer techniques

51 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
Information exchange and rural libraries.
Leadley, S.M.
Clarion, Pa., Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion State College.

52 NAL Call No: HT421.S63
Information flow in rural Minnesota.
Harmon, B.; Krile, J.F.
St. Paul, Minn. : The Service.
Sociology of rural life - Minnesota University, Agricultural Extension Service v. 8 (3): p. 3-4, 8; 1986.

Language: English

Descriptors: Minnesota; Rural communities; Information needs

53 NAL Call No: aHM141.C6 1984
Information for decision-making by rural public authorities.
Wellar, B.S.
Local leadership and rural development : implications for research and extension : a Conference on "Local Leadership and Rural Development" held at Williamsburg, Va, April 15, 1984 / the OECD with the USDA and Va Ext Serv. p. 31-39. ill; 1984.

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Rural planning; Information needs; Public authorities; Decision making; Capacity; Diversification; Support systems

54 NAL Call No: Audiocassette no.72
Information in rural America update & projections.
American Society for Information Science Oakland, Calif. : Minute Tape International, Inc.,

Language: English

Descriptors: Rural libraries; United States; Farm life; United States; Community information services; United States; Communication in rural development; United States

55 NAL Call No: aHD1476.U5S2
Information needs relating to small-farm programs and policies.
Saupe, William E.
ESCS-EDD


Language: English

Descriptors: Farms, Small; United States; Rural poor

56 NAL Call No: HD77.5.U5N37 1987
Information technologies and rural development in the 1990s.
Dillman, D.A.; Beck, D.M.
Lexington, KY : Council of State Governments.

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Rural development; Information systems; Socioeconomic organization; Trends; Technical progress; Rural environment; Comput-
ers; Infrastructure; Telecommunications; Human resources; Resource development
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57. **NAL Call No: HN90.C6S9 1987**
Information technologies and rural development in the 1990s.
Dillman, D.A.; Beck, D.M.
S.I. : The Council?, 1987?.

**Language: English**

**Descriptors:** U.S.A.; Rural development; Technical progress; Information systems; Innovation adoption; Structural change; Rural communities; Information needs; Information sources; Information dissemination

58. **NAL Call No: 275.28 J82**
Instant health info: the telephone connection.
Epstein, B.

**Language: English**

**Descriptors:** Arizona; Health services; Information services; Rural areas; Telephones; Extension activities

59. **NAL Call No: 325.28 P56**
Interfacing geographic information systems and remote sensing for rural land-use analysis.
Nellis, M.D.; Lulla, K.; Jensen, J.

**Language: English**

**Descriptors:** U.S.A.; Land use; Rural areas; Analysis; Sampling techniques; Agricultural land; Mapping; Land productivity; Irrigated farming; Water management; Remote sensing; Geography; Information services

60. **NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8**
The Intermountain Community Learning Information Services Project: a participants view.
Vasey, B.

**Language: English**

**Descriptors:** U.S.A.; Libraries; Universities; Information services; Rural areas; Educational programs; Adult education; Program evaluation

61. **NAL Call No: HD5710.85.U5D5**
Is being rural a barrier to job creation in the information age?
Dillman, Don A.; Beck, Donald M.; Allen, John C., 1942-; Beck, Donald M.; Allen, John C., 1988.

**Language: English**

**Descriptors:** Manpower policy, Rural; United States; Rural development; United States

62. **NAL Call No: aZ675.V7J6**
Joint congressional hearing on the changing information needs of rural America the role of libraries and information technology: July 21, 1982. (Changing information needs of rural America Role of libraries and information technology.)

United States, Dept. of Agriculture, United States, National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, United States, Congress, Senate, Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, Subcommittee on Rural Development, Oversight, and Investigations, United States, Congress, House, Committee on Agriculture, Subcommittee on Department Operations, Research, and Foreign Agriculture

Information Access in Rural America

Descriptors: Libraries; Roles; Rural communities; Diffusion of information

67 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
Library continuing education needs in Kansas: the rural perspective.
Starke, N.A.
Clarion, Pa. : Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion State College.

Language: English
Descriptors: Kansas; Libraries; Continuing education; Librarianship; Educational planning; Needs assessment

68 NAL Call No: Z719.L5
Library cooperation for rural libraries a basic bibliography.
Hendricks, J. Thom
National Rural Education Association (U.S.), Conference1988 :Bismarck, N.D.

Language: English
Descriptors: Library cooperation

69 NAL Call No: Z675.V7H4
Library services to farmers.
Hennen, Thomas J.
American Library Trustee Association.
Chicago American Library Trustee Association, American Library Association.

Language: English
Descriptors: Rural libraries; United States

70 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
The library's collection and the rural community: some possibilities.
LaClair, C.
Clarion, Pa. : Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion State College.
Quick Bibliography Series

Language: English

Descriptors: Libraries; Rural communities; Information needs; Public services

71 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
A lifetime of learning (Includes rural library service, Pennsylvania).
Albrecht, L.K.
Clarion, Penn., Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, School of Library Science, Clarion State College.

Language: English

Descriptors: Pennsylvania

72 NAL Call No: 243.8 W69
Looking at rural libraries through rose-colored glasses.
Houlahan, J.

Language: English

Descriptors: U.S.A.; Libraries; Rural communities; Trends; Projections

73 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
Making the rural library part of the community.
Ruccio, N.C.
Clarion, Penn., Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, School of Library Science, Clarion State College.

Language: English

74 NAL Call No: Z675.V7R8
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